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Abstract. With the current advances in Cloud Computing, outsourcing data has
never been so tempting. Along with outsourcing a database comes the privacy
versus performance discussion. Order-Preserving Encryption (OPE) is one of
the most attractive techniques for database encryption since it allows to execute
range and rank queries efficiently without decrypting the data. On the other hand,
people are reluctant to use OPE-based techniques in practice because of their
vulnerability against adversaries with knowledge of the domain, its frequency
distribution and query logs. This paper formally defines three real world driven
attacks, called Domain Attack, Frequency Attack and Query Log Attack, typically launched by an honest-but-curious database or systems administrator. We
also introduce measures to capture the probability distribution of the adversary’s
advantage under each attacker model. Most importantly, we present a novel technique called Randomly Partitioned Encryption (RPE) to minimize the adversary’s
advantage. Finally, we show that RPE not only withstands real world database
adversaries, but also shows good performance that is close to state-of-art OPE
schemes for both, read- and write-intensive workloads.
Keywords: Database Encryption · Efficient Query Processing · Domain Attack
· Frequency Attack · Query Log Attack · Randomly Partitioned Encryption
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Introduction

Believing the trade press, cloud computing is the next big thing. Cloud computing
promises reduced cost, flexibility, improved time to market, higher availability, and
more focus on the core business of an organization. Virtually all players of the IT industry are jumping on the cloud computing band wagon. The only issue that seems to be
able to stop cloud computing are security concerns [8]. The events that motivated this
work were privacy violations in a private cloud by honest-but-curious adversaries.1
Encryption is a possible way to protect data against such attackers. The spectrum of
available encryption schemes ranges from strong semantically secure (but typically inefficient) encryption schemes to weak (but efficient) encryption schemes. The problem
that Randomly Partitioned Encryption tries to solve is to combine the advantages of lowsecurity/high-performance schemes like OPE [1] with high-security/low-performance
1

adversaries that do not actively manipulate data, but try to infer information as defined in [19]
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schemes like Probabilistic AES (AES in CBC mode [19]), in order to achieve good security and reasonable performance. Performance refers to the average query response
times of the TPC-H benchmark, while security, in this paper, is the ability to resist the
following attacks (thoroughly defined in section 3):
• Domain Attack: The Adversary has knowledge of the plaintext domain.
• Frequency Attack: The Adversary has knowledge of the plaintext domain and its
frequency distribution.
• Query Log Attack: The Adversary has knowledge of the plaintext domain and has
access to the database query logs.
1.1

Background and State of the Art

The main idea of RPE is to randomly partition the domain and apply an order preserving encryption scheme to each partition. This makes RPE a partially order-preserving
encryption as each partition is ordered, but the total order is hidden. In the following,
we try to summarize the state of the art in the context of existing OPE schemes and
argue why they cannot withstand Domain, Frequency and Query Log Attack. A more
detailed overview of related work can be found in section 9.
Order-Preserving Encryption (OPE). An order-preserving symmetric encryption
(OPE) scheme is a deterministic symmetric encryption scheme whose encryption algorithm produces ciphertexts that preserve numerical ordering of the plaintexts. This
property makes OPE very attractive for database applications, since it allows efficient
range and rank query processing on encrypted data. However, the order relationship between plaintext and ciphertext remains intact after encryption, making it an easy target
for a Domain Attack. Moreover, being deterministic, makes OPE particularly vulnerable against Frequency Attacks. OPE was first proposed in the database community by
Agrawal et al. [1], and treated cryptographically for the first time by Boldyreva et al.
in [7], followed by [6], [20], [23], [33] in search for an “ideal object”. However, the
problem of dealing with Domain and Frequency Attacks remains.
Probabilistic Order-Preserving Encryption (Prob-OPE). A probabilistic orderpreserving encryption scheme is a probabilistic symmetric encryption scheme whose
algorithm not only produces ciphertexts that preserve numerical ordering of the plaintexts, but also generates different ciphertexts for the same plaintext. This property flattens out the original frequency distribution of the plaintext values, therefore resisting any statistical analysis. Examples are [11], [18], [31], [35]. However, probabilistic
schemes still leak total order and are exposed to Domain Attacks.
Partially Order Preserving Encryption (POP). A partially order-preserving encryption scheme is a symmetric encryption scheme whose algorithm partitions the domain. Within each partition the order is preserved but across the partitions the order
is distorted. There are several ways how to partition the domain: [17], [26] partition
the domain into several bins. These solutions are secure against Domain Attacks, but
vulnerable against Frequency and Query Log Attacks because the queries leak the bin
boundaries. RPE on the other hand, partitions the data in a fine-grained manner and
proposes a security-tunable method to rewrite queries.
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Contributions and Main Results

To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first that formally defines Domain Attack,
Frequency Attack and Query Log Attack. Moreover, we introduce three novel encryption
methods and analyze their security under these attacks. We start with a scheme that
protects against the Domain Attack which we call Deterministic Randomly Partitioned
Encryption (Det-RPE). We then make this scheme probabilistic (Prob-RPE) in order
to address the Frequency Attack and finally introduce a new query-rewrite mechanism
called Fixed-Range Query Rewrite (FR) to additionally protect RPE from Query Log
Attacks. FR can be applied to both, Det-RPE and Prob-RPE, yielding two additional
encryption schemes called Det-RPE-FR, resp. Prob-RPE-FR.
What is more, we assess the security and performance of these three encryption
methods and compare them to relevant related work. Table 1 shows a summary of this
assessment. The first three columns depict security and have a tick if a method is secure
against a certain attack (a tick in brackets means that the security depends on a tuning parameter). The last column shows a very rough performance measure that states
whether or not range queries can be answered within 30 minutes in the 10-GB TPC-H
dataset. As we can see, the three RPE variants are Pareto-optimal as they have unique
privacy/performance characteristics that differentiate them from existing solutions.
Table 1: Qualitative Security & Performance Analysis of selected Database Encryption Schemes
Adversary Model
Domain Attack Frequency Attack Query Log Attack Performance
OPE [1], [6], [7], [20], [23], [33], [34]
5
5
5
3
Modular OPE [6]
3
5
5
3
Probabilistic OPE [11], [18], [35]
5
3
5
3
Partially OPE [17], [26]
[3]
5
5
5
AES-CBC [19]
3
3
3
5
Det-RPE
3
5
5
3
Prob-RPE
3
3
5
3
Det-RPE-FR
3
5
[3]
3
Prob-RPE-FR
3
3
[3]
3

One important feature of our methods is their composability. RPE schemes can be
composed with any order-preserving encryption scheme approved by the security community, thereby inheriting their latest breakthroughs. Additionally, by adding a layer
of randomness on top of a chosen underlying OPE scheme, RPE schemes amend the
weaknesses of OPE schemes.
1.3

Overview

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents our assumed
client-server architecture. Section 3 formally defines the newly introduced adversary
models. Section 4 starts with describing the basic idea of Randomly Partitioned Encryption, then formally defines Det-RPE and analyses the security of Det-RPE and
other OPE schemes under Domain Attack. Section 5 formally defines Probabilistic RPE
and analyses its security under Frequency Attack. In Section 6, the Fixed Range Query
Rewrite mechanism is explained and its security is analyzed under Query Log Attack.
Section 7 and 8 describe implementation details and how they influence performance of
the TPCH benchmark. Section 9 discusses related work in detail and section 10 briefly
concludes.
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Client-Server Architecture

untrusted

trusted

Figure 1a shows the traditional client-server architecture of running applications on top
of a database system. The application or end user issues SQL statements to the database
server. The database server executes these SQL statements and returns the results.
Figure 1b shows the extended architecture assumed in this paper. This arClient
Client
Client
Client
chitecture has also been assumed by all
SQL
SQL
related work on client-side database seEncry. Layer
curity; e.g. in [3], [9], [24], [27]. In
SQL‘
this architecture, the application remains
Encrypted
unchanged and issues the same (unenDB
DB
crypted) SQL statements as in the traditional system of Figure 1a. The con(a) Traditional
(b) Encryption Layer
fidentiality is implemented as part of
Fig. 1: Client-Server Database Architecture
an Encryption Layer. The Encryption
Layer has two significant methods: First,
rewriting the queries and updates that are to be submitted to the encrypted database.
Second, decrypting and post-processing the query results returned from the encrypted
database. Thus, the Encryption Layer encapsulates encryption/decryption and makes
security issues transparent to the application developer and end user.
The Encryption Layer is assumed to be thin and trusted. Thin means that not much
computational power is needed to implement the Encryption Layer; the heavy weightlifting of executing joins, aggregates, etc. is expected to be carried out in the database.
It should be possible to deploy the Encryption Layer on a smart phone or laptop. The
goal is to omit any administration requirements for the Encryption Layer.

3

Adversary Models

A couple of concrete usecases from the financial industry have given birth to new adversary models for cloud databases. These models have not been cryptographically treated
so far. In this section we formally introduce the new adversary models and security
metrics.
Notation. Let X be the set of plaintext values in a domain, and Y be the set of
ciphertext values. The size of X is denoted as X = |X |; the same applies for the
size of Y, Y = |Y|. Plaintext elements are denoted as x and ciphertext elements as y.
Additionally, we define the Key space to be Keys and K is denoted as an element from
the key space. K is a function that randomly selects an element from Keys, denoted
$

as K ← Keys. The $ sign on top of the ← shows that the selection was random. Let
Enc be the encryption function having a key, K, and a plaintext value, x, as its input
parameters; thus, we have: y = Enc(K, x). Symmetrically, Dec will be the decryption
function, taking y and K as input, yielding: x = Dec(K, y). Let Rankx be the rank of x
in X . Symmetrically, we have Ranky which denotes the rank of y in Y. Let rank be the
function that returns the rank of an element in its corresponding space. The frequency
distribution of X and Y is denoted as FX and FY respectively. Let f req be the function
that returns the frequency of an element in its corresponding space.
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Domain Attack

Domain Attack is launched by an adversary, AD that has a-priori knowledge of the
plaintext domain. In our motivating usecase from the financial industry, the database
administrator had a list of all customers and needed to retrieve other relevant account
information for selected customers.
Rank One-Wayness In order to measure the success probability of AD , in breaking an
encryption scheme, ES, we introduce a new notion called Rank One-Wayness (ROW).
The ROW advantage is defined to be the probability of Experiment 1 returning 1.
ROW
D
AdvES
(AD ) = P r[ExpROW
ES (A ) = 1)]

(1)

D
Experiment 1 : ExpROW
ES (A )
$

$

1: K ← Keys; x ← X
2: y ← Enc(K, x)
3: Ranky ← rank(y)
$

4: x0 ← AD (X , Ranky )
5: if x = x0 then return 1
6: else return 0

To further clarify Experiment 1, let us consider the following example. Let X =
{0 Beatles0 ,0 M etallica0 ,0 U 20 } and ES = OP E. Assume the ciphertext space to be
Y = {143, 465, 706}. We start the experiment by choosing a random element from X ,
for instance 0 M etallica0 and encrypt it. We provide AD with X and Rank465 = 2. AD
has to return an element from X which he thinks corresponds to the second element of
Y. The probability that AD guesses 0 M etallica0 correctly is called the ROW advantage.
3.2

Frequency Attack

A Frequency Attack is an attack that is launched by an adversary, ADF that has a-priori
knowledge of the plaintext values as well as their frequency distribution.
Frequency One-Wayness In order to measure the success probability of ADF in
breaking an encryption scheme, ES, we introduce a new notion called Frequency OneWayness (FOW). The FOW advantage is defined to be the probability of Experiment 2
returning 1.
FOW
DF
AdvES
(ADF ) = P r[ExpFOW
) = 1]
ES (A

(2)

Again we illustrate this with an example. Let X = {0 Beatles0 ,0 Beatles0 ,0 U 20 }
and ES = OP E. The ciphertext space will be Y = {143, 143, 706}. We start the
experiment by choosing a random element from X , for instance 0 Beatles0 and encrypt
it. We give ADF , X , FX = {2, 1} and f req143 = 2. ADF has to return an element from
X which he thinks corresponds to the element of Y that appears twice. The probability
that ADF guesses correctly is called the FOW advantage.
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DF
Experiment 2 : ExpFOW
)
ES (A
$

$

1: K ← Keys; x ← X
2: y ← Enc(K, x)
3: F reqy ← f req(y)
$

4: x0 ← ADF (X , Fx , F reqy )
5: if x = x0 then return 1
6: else return 0

3.3

Query Log Attack

A Query Log Attack is launched by an adversary, AQ , that in addition to domain knowledge, has access to the database query logs, QDB . In our concrete usecase, since the
adversary is the database administrator, access to query logs is granted to him. Depending on the encryption scheme, the query logs may reveal more information about the
underlying data than what the encryption scheme was initially intended to leak. Thus,
it is crucial to add query log analysis to the list of possible cryptanalysis on database
encryption schemes. In general, the query logs leak (1) content, (2) origin (e.g. an IP
address of the client submitting the query), (3) frequencies, and (4) time stamp of the
query. In this paper we will focus on the Query Content. How to perform query analysis and what an adversary can obtain from it, depends on the underlying encryption
scheme.
We define the success probability of AQ as his advantage to break the Rank OneWayness of the underlying encryption scheme, ES. Similar to Experiment 1, the adversary, AQ , is given the plaintext domain, X , a ciphertext rank, Ranky , and additionally
the database query logs, QDB . In the end, AQ is asked to return the underlying plaintext, x. The ROW advantage of AQ is formulated as:
ROW
Q
AdvES
(AQ ) = P r[ExpQLA
ES (A ) = 1]

(3)

Q
Experiment 3 : ExpROW
ES (A )
$

$

1: K ← Keys; x ← X
2: y ← Enc(K, x)
3: Ranky ← rank(y)
$

4: x0 ← AQ (X , Ranky , QDB )
5: if x = x0 then return 1
6: else return 0

4

. note the additional argument QDB

Deterministic RPE

This section presents the deterministic Randomly Partitioned Encryption scheme (DetRPE). The key idea of RPE is to take an existing weak encryption method such as OPE
as in [1], [6], [7], [20], [34] as a building block and to enhance its security by applying
it separately on different random partitions of the data called Runs. In contrast to other
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partially order preserving encryption schemes, such as [26], [17] where they bin the
plaintext domain in random-length (or fixed ranged) partitions, RPE creates partially
ordered partitions called Runs by randomly assigning each domain value to a Run;
thereby creating more uncertainty.
Figure 2a shows the workings of a
traditional OPE encryption function. It
x
receives a plaintext, x, and produces a
ChooseRun
ciphertext, y, and τ is the set of input
x
parameters that Enc takes (e.g. a secret
τ
τ
τ
τ
τ
Enc
Enc
Enc
Enc
Enc
key). Figure 2b shows how RPE composes this traditional scheme to become
y
y
more secure and have a number of addi(a) OPE
(b) RPE
tional operational advantages (e.g., support for updates). Instead of a single Enc
Fig. 2: RPE Principle
function per domain, RPE makes use of
U encryption functions per domain, Enc1 , Enc2 , . . . , EncU , where U is the number of
Runs. These U functions possibly all have the same structure (e.g. order-preserving
using MOPE [6]) and just differ in the secret key they use. Given a plaintext, x,
ChooseRun generates a number between 1 and U and encrypts x using the corresponding Enc function, i.e. y = EncChooseRun(x) (x).
Depending on the ChooseRun function and the structure of the Enc function, the
composed encryption scheme of Figure 2b can have different properties. The performance overhead of RPE (as compared to no encryption) depends on the number of
runs, U ; In the extreme case of U = 1, RPE is the same as Enc which is typically a
weak, yet high performance encryption scheme. In the other extreme, U = ∞, RPE
is the same as random which corresponds to a strong yet low performance encryption
scheme.
Deterministic RPE (abbreviated as DetTable 2: Det-RPE Example: U = 2
RPE) is a deterministic encryption scheme
Clear Text
Run 1 Run 2 Code (h run, y i)
because a deterministic ChooseRun and a
Beatles
1
h2, 1i
deterministic Enc function are used. DeterBeatles
1
h2, 1i
minism of the ChooseRun function can be
Beatles
1
h2, 1i
Elton John
1
h1, 1i
achieved by making its output depend on the
Madonna
2
h2, 2i
plaintext, x, i.e. by using a pseudo-random
Madonna
2
h2, 2i
Metallica
3
h2, 3i
function. Our Det-RPE construction has to
Nelly Furtado
2
h1, 2i
generate two sets of keys, one set for the runs
Tina Turner
3
h1, 3i
and the other for the ChooseRun function.
The encryption function of Det-RPE then composes the ChooseRun function with the
encryption function of a typical OPE scheme. Det-RPE can be composed with any OPE
scheme from [1, 6, 7, 20, 33, 34].
1

2

1

3

2

4

3

4

Construction 1 Let OPE = (K, Enc, Dec) be a deterministic order-preserving encryption scheme. We define a deterministic RPE scheme, Det-RPE(KdRP E , EncdRP E ,
DecdRP E ), as follows:
• KdRP E runs K independently for each run and returns U keys, namely (K1 , ..., KU ).
Also, it runs K independently to generate Kmap for the ChooseRun function.
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• EncdRP E takes Ku and x, as input where u = ChooseRun(Kmap , x). Then it
returns u and y = Enc(Ku , x), i.e. (u, y).
• DecdRP E takes (u, y) as input and returns x = Dec(Ku , y).
Table 2 gives an example of a set of customer names encrypted with Det-RPE with
U = 2 using an OPE scheme where U denotes the set of runs and |U| = U .
4.1

Analysis of Domain Attack

An ordinary OPE scheme such as in [1], [6], [7], [20], [23], [33], [34] allows the domain adversary, AD , to efficiently break the encryption by solely using sorting. In other
ROW
words: AdvOPE
(AD ) = 1. On the other hand, a Modular OPE scheme, as proposed in
[6], is resilient against a Domain Attack as shown in Lemma 1.
Lemma 1 ROW-advantage of AD on Modular OPE is:
ROW
AdvMOPE
(AD ) = P r[ExpROW
MOPE (A) = 1] =

1
X

(4)

Proof. In order to win Experiment 1 on MOPE, the adversary needs to know the modular offset. Since offset is chosen randomly from X , the adversary will win the game
1
with a probability of X
.
Nevertheless, MOPE is vulnerable to the Known Plaintext Attacks, where the adversary additionally has one or more plaintext-ciphertext pairs. In that case, MOPE
collapses into OPE.
The Probabilistic OPE schemes such as in [11], [18], [35] have the following ROW
advantage against a Domain Attack:
Lemma 2 (proof in [25]) ROW-advantage of AD on Prob-OPE is:
Ranky −1 Y −Ranky
Rankx −1 X−Rankx

Y −1
X−1



ROW
AdvProb-OPE
(AD )

=

D
P r[ExpROW
Prob-OPE (A )

= 1]

=


(5)

RPE amends all variants of OPE schemes to a great extent by randomly partitioning
the domain into Runs, thereby breaking the total order into U partial orders. According
to [5, 13], the problem of finding the right total order out of U partial orders is classified
as inapproximable.
Lemma 3 (proof in [25]) ROW-advantage of AD on Det-RPE is defined as:
Rankx −1
Rank(y,r) −1



ROW
D
AdvDet-RPE
(AD ) = P r[ExpROW
Det-RPE (A ) = 1]

=

X
X
U

X−Rankx 
−Rank(y,r)

X
U



(6)
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The probability distribution conforms to a negative hypergeometric probability distribution which applies to sampling without replacement from a finite population, in our
case the domain, X . As random selections are made from the population, each subsequent draw decreases the population causing the probability of success to change with
each draw. The detailed proofs of Lemma 2 and 3 are quite involved and can be found
in our technical report [25].
An important observation to make from Equations 5 and 6 is that the ROW advantage not only depends on the domain size but also on the rank of the plaintext in the
domain. Consequently, extreme values of the domain (e.g. “AAA” or “ZZZ”) are breaking the uniformity of the probability distribution. In order to fix this problem, Det-RPE
can be composed with Modular OPE [6] to form a ring structure to hide these extreme
values.
In Figure 3 the ROW advantage is plotted for each encryption scheme. As a baseline
we plot the advantage of an adversary that outputs a random x regardless of the domain.
This is considered to be “ideal” and is exactly what Modular OPE [6] achieves. We see
that Det-RPE helps an OPE scheme (in that case ROPE from [7]) with high ROW
advantage to get close to the “ideal” threshold by increasing the number of runs.
The equations presented in this section can be tuned to meet the user’s negligibility
requirement. For example, in Equation 6, depending on the domain size, the number
of runs can be tuned to meet the security/performance requirements of the system. The
higher the number of runs, the closer one gets to the “ideal” threshold, but also the
bigger is the performance overhead.
Customer Name Run 1 Run 2 Prob-Code (h run, y i)
Beatles
1
h2, 1i
Beatles
2
h2, 2i
Beatles
1
h1, 1i
Elton John
3
h2, 3i
Madonna
2
h1, 2i
Madonna
4
h2, 4i
Metallica
3
h1, 3i
Nelly Furtado
4
h1, 4i
Tina Turner
5
h2, 5i

Fig. 3: ROW advantage under Domain Attack

5

Table 3: Prob-RPE with U = 2

Probabilistic RPE

In this section we present the probabilistic variant of Randomly Partitioned Encryption
(Prob-RPE). RPE is made probabilistic in two ways: (a) by using a probabilistic order
preserving encryption scheme within each run, such as proposed in [35] and (b) by
assigning the same plaintext value to different runs to guarantee database dynamism
and improve security.
In Probabilistic RPE, ChooseRun is defined as a random function. For each plaintext
element, x, ChooseRun randomly selects a run, u. Afterwards, x is to be encrypted in u.
Table 3 gives an example of such a Prob-RPE encryption scheme where the same value
can even have multiple codes within a single run. For instance, Beatles has two codes
in Run 2 and one code in Run 1, in other words Beatles = {h2, 1i, h2, 2i, h1, 1i}.
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We formally construct Prob-RPE as follows:
Construction 2 Let Prob-OPE(Kp , Encp , Decp ) be a probabilistic order-preserving
encryption scheme from [35]. We define a probabilistic RPE scheme,
Prob-RPE(KpRP E , EncpRP E , DecpRP E ), as follows:
• KpRP E runs Kp independently for each run and returns U keys, namely (K1 , ..., KU ).
• EncpRP E takes Ku and x, as input where u = ChooseRun(). Then it returns u
and y = Encp (Ku , x), i.e. (u, y).
• DecpRP E takes (u, y) as input and returns x = Decp (Ku , y).
The query rewrite mechanisms for RPE have been thoroughly explained in [25]. To
give an intuition on how queries are rewritten using RPE, consider a query that asks
for all customers with name LIKE ‘‘M%’’ in the example of Table 3 for Prob-RPE.
This query must be rewritten to:
SELECT * FROM Customer
WHERE (run = 1 AND ( 1 < y < 4))
OR (run = 2 AND ( 3 < y < 5))

5.1

Analysis of Frequency Attack

A known weakness of a deterministic encryption scheme is its inability to hide the original frequency distribution of the plaintext domain, specially if the plaintext domain has
a skewed frequency distribution. Since OPE, Modular OPE and Det-RPE are all deterministic encryption schemes, the FOW-advantage introduced in Section 3.2 of ADF
depends on the plaintext frequency distribution, namely FX . In other words, if the original frequency distribution is uniform then the adversary’s advantage is also uniform,
i.e. best security. Nevertheless, if the original frequency distribution is skewed, then the
adversary’s advantage is different and depends on the number of elements having the
same frequency.
Corollary 1 Let y = Enc(K, x) and G = {w|w ∈ X ∧ f reqX (w) = f reqY (y)}
be the set of distinct plaintext values having the same frequency as y. Then, the FOWadvantage of the ADF adversary on a deterministic encryption scheme is defined as his
winning probability in Experiment 2:
FOW
AdvDET
(ADF ) = P r[ExpFOW
DET (A) = 1] =

1
|G|

(7)

Remark 1 A deterministic encryption scheme is optimally safe against a Frequency
Attack if and only if FX is uniform. A uniform FX implies a maximum |G| where |G| =
X, i.e. |G| equals the domain size.
Remark 2 Probabilistic OPE and Prob-RPE as described in this section, take care of
a skewed probability distribution by each time creating a new ciphertext for a plaintext
value. This way the skewed frequency distribution of the plaintext domain is mapped to
a uniform frequency distribution in the ciphertext space i.e. the FOW advantage under
1
frequency attack is optimal which is X
.
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Fixed Range Query Rewrite

In Section 3.3, we have introduced an attack that is based on the information that an
attacker can extract from the query logs. The query logs are said to be dangerous, when
they carry more information about the underlying encryption scheme than the encrypted
data in the database.
To see what type of queries can be dangerous for each of the encryption schemes
presented in this paper, we introduce the concept of a Query Simulator. A Query Simulator generates queries by looking at the encrypted data. Thus, if we are dealing with
a query which can be simulated just by looking at the encrypted data, that query is
called simulatable. Otherwise, the query is dangerous and can be exploited to break
the guarantees of the underlying encryption scheme. Typically, in both, probabilistic
and partially order preserving schemes, such as in [17], [26], [35] to support efficient
query processing, the queries reveal essential information about the certain initial values. Therefore, RPE conceals the total order which can be reconstructed by query log
analysis. Table 4 presents a summary of the simulatable SQL operators in combination
with the encryption schemes presented in this paper.
Table 4: SQL Operator Simulatability for different Encryption Schemes
SQL-Operator
OPE MOPE [6] Prob-OPE [18], [35] POP [17], [26] Det-RPE Prob-RPE *-RPE-FR
WHERE (=, !=)/IN
3
3
5
5
3
5
3
WHERE (<, >)/LIKE(Prefix%) 3
3
5
5
5
5
3
Equi-Join
3
3
5
5
3
3
3
TOP N
3
5
5
5
3
5
3
ORDER BY (sort)
3
3
3
5
3
3
3
MIN/MAX
3
5
5
5
3
5
3

Table 4 shows that all SQL Operators are simulatable for OPE. Nevertheless, OPE
is not safe against Query Log Attack because the adversary has domain knowledge and
can therefore launch a Domain Attack. Probabilistic OPE and Partially OPE schemes
seem at first sight to be more secure, but on the other hand queries are not simulatable
in those schemes, i.e. query log attack breaks them.
Our approach, RPE, is most of the time simulatable except for range queries. Thus,
there are two solutions to this problem: (1) Suppress the range queries, (2) Using Fixed
Range Query Rewrite mechanisms. In this section we will elaborate the second option.
The idea of Fixed Range Query
Table 5: Two fixed ranges of size 3, r = 3
Rewrite is to divide the ciphertext
space, Y into k disjoint fixed-sized Fixed Range Customer Names Run 1 Run 2 Code (h run, y i)
Beatles
3
h2, 3i
sub-ranges of size r, f ri where i =
f r1
Elton John
1
h1, 1i
1, ..., k and |f ri | = r. Whenever
Madonna
5
h2, 5i
Metallica
9
h2, 9i
a range query is asked, the smallest
f r2
Nelly Furtado
6
h1, 6i
units that are returned are those fixed
Tina Turner
7
h1, 7i
ranges that contain the user’s results.
As an example, consider Table 5 where deterministic RPE has been used for encryption. The client submits the query: SELECT name FROM customer WHERE
name > ’Lady Gaga’. Using Det-RPE the query should be rewritten to:
SELECT name FROM customer WHERE (run = 1 AND 3 < code < 10)
OR (run = 2 AND 3 < code < 10).
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However, since this query is revealing some information about the partition relationships, we will use fixed range query rewrite mechanisms. Thus, the original query
will be rewritten as follows to cover both fixed ranges, f r1 and f r2 that contain the
result: SELECT name FROM customer WHERE (run = 1 AND 0 < code
< 10) OR (run = 2 AND 0 < code < 10).
This is the whole table in this example. The result includes two additional false
positives, namely, “Beatles” and “Elton John” that will be filtered out during the postprocessing. Obviously, using Fixed Ranged Query Rewrite returns a super-set of the
result that needs to be post-filtered and leads to performance loss. On the other hand,
the security guarantees and analysis will deviate from what we have discussed earlier
in Section 4.
6.1

Analysis of Query Log Attack

According to Table 4, OPE schemes are safe against query analysis, however Modular
OPE cannot safely handle min/max and rank queries. Probabilistic OPE cannot handle
range queries without revealing the borders, so using Fixed Ranged Query Rewrite protects the encryption scheme from query log analysis. In case of RPE, range queries are
problematic because they help to reconstruct the total order, which is exactly what RPE
is trying to hide. Hence, Fixed Ranged Query Rewrite helps again to limit the ROW advantage under query log attack. Assuming we have a uniform code distribution within
a range in all runs, Equation 6 changes into:

ROW
Q
AdvDet-RPE-FR
(AQ ) = P r[ExpROW
Det-RPE-FR (A ) = 1]

=

fr
Rankx
−1 
fr
Rank(y,r)
−1

r
r
U

fr
r−Rankx
fr
r
−Rank
u
(y,r)




(8)

Informally speaking, the randomness is no more distributed throughout the domain,
but is only available within the fixed range. From Equation 8 we reach the following
conclusions:
• If U = r then we have a uniform probability distribution. This means although
no range query is possible within a fixed range (like having AES in each range).
Among different fixed ranges, range queries are possible.
• Getting better security is achievable by both increasing the range size and the number of runs. However they both come at the cost of performance.
• Range size is the main parameter whereas the domain size does not play a role
anymore.

7

Database Functionality

After the security assessment of RPE, we also want to compare its supported functionality to the state-of-the-art. Table 6 summarizes which SQL operators can be efficiently
implemented for which encryption technique. We can see that the RPE variants support most of the desired SQL operators, which allows them to be used in practice while
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semantically secure encryption schemes (like e.g. AES in CBC mode or fully homomorphic encryption schemes[12] become inefficient as soon as we want to ask range,
in, order-by or group-by queries. RPE also allows indexes to be build on top of
it as usual. For a full description on query rewrite and referential integrity, we refer the
curious reader to our Technical Report [15].
Table 6: Supported SQL Operators: State of the Art vs. RPE
SQL-Operator
OPE MOPE[6] POP[17, 26] Det-RPE Prob-RPE FHE [12] AES-CBC [19]
DISTINCT
3
3
5
3
5
5
5
WHERE (=, !=)
3
3
3
3
3
5
5
WHERE (<, >) 3
3
3
3
3
5
5
LIKE(Prefix%)
3
3
3
3
3
5
5
LIKE(%Suffix)
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
IN
3
3
3
3
3
5
5
Equi-Join
3
3
3
3
3
5
5
Non Equi-Join
3
3
3
3
3
5
5
TOP N
3
5
5
3
5
5
5
ORDER BY
3
3
5
3
3
5
5
SUM
5
5
5
3
3
3
5
MIN/MAX
3
5
5
5
5
5
5
GROUP BY
3
3
5
3
5
5
5
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Performance Analysis and Experimental Results

In order to measure to what extent missing SQL operator influence query performance,
we implemented the TPC-H benchmark on the architecture shown in figure 1. We have
executed a number of experiments with different varying parameters, e.g. the number
of runs or the number of codes per value in a single run for Prob-RPE. We measured
total response time, post-processing time, network cost and query compilation time. For
space reasons we only present the most important results and reference to our technical
report [25] for the complete numbers and explanations.
All experiments were conducted on two separate machines for client and server. The
client was written in Java, ran on a machine with 24 GB of memory and communicated
to the database server using JDBC. The server machine had 132 GB of memory available and hosted a MySQL 5.6 database. Both machines had 8 cores and ran a Debianbased Linux distribution. We measured end-to-end response time for all queries in separation, thereby using a scaling factor of 10 (which means that the size of the plaintext
data set is 10 GB). Metrics used in aggregate functions (e.g., volume of orders) and surrogates (e.g., order numbers) were left unencrypted while all other (sensitive) attributes,
such as names, dates, etc. were encrypted. Whenever SQL operators on encrypted data
were not supported, the entire data was shipped and then aggregated and filtered during
the post-processing step at the encryption layer. Wherever the TPC-H benchmark defines an index on an attribute a, we created the same index on the encrypted value of a
as well as a composite index on (a run, a).
Figure 4 shows the response time for different encryption functions compared to
Plain, which is the response time for query processing on unencrypted data. Det-OPE
is a deterministic OPE scheme as proposed by [7] and was used as a gold standard to
compare against two different RPE variants that both used fixed-range query rewrite.
The deterministic RPE version is denoted by Det-RPE-FR, while Prob-RPE-FR stands

Average response time (relative to Plain)
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Det-OPE
Det-RPE-FR
Prob-RPE-FR
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Fig. 4: TPC-H response times of different encryption functions relative to Plain, scaling factor 10

for the probabilistic version. We can see that for a majority of queries and RPE variants,
response time is at most three times higher than Plain and twice as high as Det-OPE.
Sometimes, it is even smaller than the baselines because the partitioning (together with
the composite indexes) allows for parallelized query processing, which was employed
in the presence of Top-N queries. As expected, Prob-RPE-FR can add significant overhead. However, we believe this overhead to be reasonable as the security gain is substantial as shown in the previous sections. We also measured the performance of deterministic AES-ECB [19], but did not include the results in the graph because most
queries did not finish withing 30 minutes and therefore had an overhead ranging from
about 20x to 200x. AES-CBC [19], a representative of semantically secure encryption
schemes, would perform even worse.
Average response time (relative to Plain)

The number of runs, U , is an
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q1
important parameter of all RPE
3
schemes. Figure 5 shows how
the running time of Det-RPE2
FR increases with the number
of runs for the first six TPCH
queries and relative to Plain. We
chose these queries because they
cover a wide spectrum of differ1
ent operators (range predicates,
0.8
aggregates, Top N, sub-selects,
1 2
4
8
16
etc.). Overall, it can be seen that
Number of Runs
the curves are fairly flat. Only
for Q6, there is a significant (but Fig. 5: Response Time of TPC-H Queries 1 to 6 for Detstill linear) increase in the re- RPE-FR, vary U from 1 to 16
sponse time with a growing number of runs. Q2 and Q3 are Top N queries and are
therefore executed with a degree of parallelism equal to U , which result in a decreasing
response time. Q1, Q4 and Q5 have a similar behavior like most TPCH-queries: their
curves stay fairly flat. This shows that partitioning does generally not hurt RPE.
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Related Work

To fill the gap between no security/high performance and high security/low performance, there have been a number of proposals for encryption techniques that support
query processing without decrypting the data. Examples are [2], [9], [14]. However,
these approaches return a superset of the desired result and lose a lot of time into decrypting and filtering out the false positives.
On the other hand, the goal of fully homomorphic encryption (FHE) [30], [10],
[12], [22], [28] is to strongly encrypt the data and process it directly without decryption.
[32] shows, at a conceptual level, how FHE can be used in databases. However, when
taken to practice, databases explode in size because of the huge keys required by FHE.
Therefore, the practicality of FHE in databases is an open question and no performance
evaluation has been published so far.
Another important class of encryption techniques for databases are variants of orderpreserving encryption (OPE), first introduced by Agrawal et al. [1]. Examples include
Random (Modular) OPE [6], [7], Mutable OPE [23], Indistinguishability-based OPE
[20], Generalized OPE [33], [34], Structure Preserving Database Encryption [11],
Probabilistic OPE [35], OPE with Splitting and Scaling [31], Multivalued OPE [18],
Multivalued partial OPE [17], and Chaotic OPE [26]. RPE is based on Random OPE
and Modular Random OPE from [6], [7], but very different from all the other OPE
derivatives in the sense that it either solves a different problem (i.e. addresses different
attacks) or uses different techniques. Systems that exploit OPE are CryptDB [24] and
Monomi [29]. RPE can be integrated into these systems to make them more secure.
Secure hardware has recently been exploited in the TrustedDB [4] and Cipherbase
[3] projects. They are an interesting approach, but how to reach good performance,
especially for analytical workloads, is still open. Again, RPE can be plugged-in into
these systems in order to allow for faster, but still secure query processing.
Most commercial database products support strong encryption using AES [19], e.g.
Oracle [21] and Microsoft SQL Server [16]. Unfortunately, they only support encryption for data at rest at the disk level, which means that these approaches do not address
attacks issued by a curious database administrator or any other party that can access to
the data in memory.

10

Conclusion

This paper presented different variants of Randomly Partitioned Encryption, a set of
novel methods for encrypting cloud databases, thereby addressing real world attacker
scenarios like Domain, Frequency and Query Log attacks. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that these attacks were formally defined and their success
probability with respect to both, existing order-preserving encryption schemes, and the
proposed RPE variants, analyzed. Moreover, the paper showed that the additional performance cost introduced by these new encryption schemes is reasonably small and
gave a detailed overview of similar and related work in the literature.
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